INTRODUCTION
This paper is devoted to the numerical analysis of the periodic initial value problem u t + u xxx + p(u 2 ) x + ( 7 /2)(w 2 ) JCX + m xx -bu tx = 0, Mathematical Modelhng and Numerical Analysis © AFCET Gauthier-Villars where p, 7, e, $ are given real constants with e, 8 > 0, the unknown fonction u is real-valued and the given function q is 2Tr-periodic. The problem (1.1) arises in the theory of flow in a fluidized bed [3] , [4] with u representing the value of a spatially periodic small perturbation of the concentration of particles. Christie and Ganser have studied (1.1) numericalfy by means of finite-difference and modified-Galerkin methods and some of their findings have been collected in [1] . A salient outcome of their work is that many « reasonable » implicit schemes perform in an unexpectedly unstable manner, while the application of other implicit schemes leads to stable computations only if the time step used in the intégration is large enough relative to the mesh-size in space. This should be compared with the more familiar situation where stability requirements set an upper bound for the time-step. In Section 2 of the present paper we consider the linearization of (1.1) near u = 0 (i.e. the équation obtained by setting 3 = 7 = 0 in (1.1a)). We take up the stability study in [1] and provide insight into the phenomena involved. We show that the instabilities of the schemes are due to the space discretization. Of importance is the f act that this instability may be present even in the case of Galerkin space-discretizations. However, we prove that the combination of an unstable space-discretization with a strongly A-stable time-stepping formula may result in a Lax-stable fully discrete scheme. We also suggest a space-discretization which does not suffer from stability problems. A convergence proof for the no vel scheme, as applied to the full nonlinear problem (1.1), is given in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4 some numerical illustrations are presented.
LINEAR ANALYSIS

The partial differential équation
In this section we consider the linearization of (1.1a) near u = 0, given by u t + u xxx + EU xx -Su tx = 0, s,8>0, -oo<x<oo, 0<f<=7\ (2.1) [9] , The behaviour of Re a (m) as a function of m is depicted in figure 1 , where there is no need to plot the modes with m < 0, since Re cr(m) is an even function. Hère and later, the arcs which correspond to decaying modes are drawn with dashed lines and shown only in part, as their exact behaviour is not relevant to the issue of stability.
It is perhaps useful to observe that the existence of growing modes can be attributed to the backward heat équation combination u t + eu xx and that, for m large, the effect of this combination is offset by the term §u tx . Linearly unstable modes are frequently present in the modelling of two-phase flows [3] , [4] and have a physical origin. In narrow diameter fluidized beds the existence of growing modes is linked to the « slugging » phenomenon.
Reo (m) 
Simple space discretization
The simplest finite-difference space discretization of (2.1) is perhaps obtained by replacing the x-derivatives by standard central différences as follows so that the growth can be as f ast as exp(4 z/h 2 ), Therefore, as the grid is refined, the Cauchy problem for (2.3) is not well-posed in JL 2 uniformly in h. In other words» the scheme (2.3) is not Instable and, as a resuit, cannot be convergent for arbitrary L 1 initial data [9] , [6] , [7] . The fastest rate of growth corresponds to the Fourier mode exp(zmx / ), m = tt/h, Le. to the saw-tooth mode (-iy. In f act the ô-term in (2.3a) annihilâtes this wave-number and accordingly, for this mode, the unstable action of the backward heat équation term finds no opposition.
The instability of (2.3) is shared by many other discretizations of (2.1) and related problems. A remarkable instance is provided by the piècewise-linear Galerkin space-discretization of the (well-posed) periodic initial value probiem for u t + zu xx - §u tx = 0, e, 8 > 0 .
2,3. Time discretization
If the solutions of (2.3) are now advanced in time by means of a standard convergent numerical ODE method, then for h given and àt very small the fully discrete scheme will reproduce accurately the spuriously growing components. Therefore the values computed in this way cannot be expeeted to be meaningful approximations to the solutions of (2.1)-(L1&), However we shall show next that, for certain ODE solvers, it is still possible to carry out successful time-integrations of (2.3) provided that àt is not too small t relative to h, This should be compared with the more common situation where stability requirements set an upper bound for the time-step. The standard backward Euier rule will be used as an illustration, but analogous considérations can be made for the two-step BDF formulae or, more generally, for any strongly ^-stable method, Le. for any ^-stable method whose stability région includes a neighbourhood of infinity [5, p. 102] .
A schematic plot of the parametric curve £ = AtX(m,&),0=ssm=£'n:/ft î in the complex Ç-plane is given in figure 3 . In this plane, the stability région of the backward Euler method consists of the exterior of the circie with radius 1 and centre at 1. The arc BC stems from the spuriously growing semidiscrete modes in the m-interval (ir/ft -^/(e/ô) + O (h 2 ), tt/h) considered bef ore. The arc O A corresponds to the physically growing modes and the arc AB (not completely drawn) corresponds to the modes damped by the semidiscretization. It seems plausible that if
then ail offending modes of (2.3) will be damped by the time-integration. In f act, we can prove : 
The first factor in (2 6) gives of course the intersection at the origin Upon setting c = cos z m the second factor, we dérive an algebraic cubic équation for c When h = ö, the three values of c are given by c 1 = 1, c 2 = -1, c 3 = 1 + 8/X Smce these roots are simple, the c-roots, for h sufficiently small, are given as power series in h, with leadmg terms respectively equal to 1, -1, 1 + Ô/X Obviously, the first of those power series corresponds to the intersection m the arc OA, whüe the third does not lead to a real intersection (the équation cos z = c cannot possess real solutions for z). The remaining series is easily found to be of the form
which again gives rise ? if X>l/(2e) and h is small, to a complex intersection. D In practice and when integrating in a given a spatial grid ? the existence of a lowest permissible value for àt is not appealing. In fact there are several reasons which could recommend a decrease of the time-step below the lowest value allowed by stability. One obvious reason is time aecuracy. Also the intégration of any nonlinear modification of (2.3) would require that a nonlinear System be iteratively solved at each time-step, and it is well known that the success of the nonlinear solver would be facilitated by a smaller value of At.
The foregoing remarks show that it would be advantageous to construct stable time-continuous discretizations of (2.1) and also fully discrete schemes which do not require a lower stability bound on the time step. These constructions are undertaken next.
Stable space discretizations
In order to arrive at a stable space-discretization of (2.1), we attempted to replace the term sh~2[U } + 1 -2U J + U J _ 1 ] in (2.3a), while retaining the remaining terms. Our rationale for doing so was that the unstable modes found for (2.3) grew like exp(4 e /h 2 ), so that an altération in the e term would lead to a change in the rate of growth. If we wish to discretize m^ to second order of accuracy while using a five-point stencil (so as not to damage the order of accuracy or increase the band-width of the ODESystem (2.3)), then the most gênerai available formula is given bŷ With these notations the équations (3.1)-(l.lè) can be written in the more compact form
a system of ordinary differentiai équations which is integrated subject to an initial condition and F = F (0 and G = G (t ) dénote the residuals defined forO =st =st* by the formulae
Proof: We employ the abbreviations E = V -W, L = F -G. On subtracting (3.7) from (3.6) taking the inner product of the result and E -8£> 0 E and rearranging, we arrive at
The définition (3.5) shows that the left hand side of (3.
We successively consider each of the ten terms in the right hand side. The first two terms cancel each other, since the operator D o is skew-symmetric. The third term vanishes because the operator D 2 D o is also skew-symmetric. On taking into account that D + is the adjoint operator of -D_ , the fourth term can be transformed as follows
For the fifth term, on noting again the skew-symmetry of D o , we can write
Here and later C dénotes a constant which dépends only on the allowed quantities and not necessarily the same at each occurrence. We invoke once more the skew-symmetry of D o to show that the sixth term vanishes. Next, the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality leads to
On employ ing in (3.9) the identity
and recalling (3.3), we conclude that the seventh term in the left hand-side of (3.8) possesses a bound of the form Ce. The eighth, after the rearrangement
can be manipulated as in (3.9) to show that is bounded by Ce. For the ninth we write
The first three terms in the right of (3.10) can be dealt with as above. In the remaining term, we proceed as follows :
It is now clear that (3.10) has a bound of the form Ce. Finally the tenth term in the right of (3.8) satisfies
To sum up, we have proved that The assumption (3 11) implies that, at t = 0, (3 13) holds, provided that h is sufficiently small Dénote by t(h) the largest s =s T such that U exists and satisfies (3 13) for 0 ^ t *<. s Note that by contmuity either t{h) = T or the left hand-side of (3 13) evaluated at t(h) equals 1 On applymg the Proposition 3 1 with V = ü, W = n h , t* = t{h) and noticing that then F vanishes identically while G represents the truncation error, we conclude that max Therefore the left hand side of (3 13) at t = t(h) is ? for h small, less than 1, and as a conséquence t{h) -T O
Remark 3 1
The kmd of « local » stability estimate m Proposition 3 1 is typically the strongest one that applies m nonlinear problems See [2] Remark 3 2 The convergence of the ïmplicit midpomt time discretization of (3 2) can be proved with techniques analogous to those used in Theorem 3 1
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
We consider the nonlinear problem (1 1 1) is m = 1, the linear analysis m Section 2 1 predicts that m the time évolution the initial profile will mcrease m amplitude while bemg convected As the amplitude grows, the nonlmear terms start playmg a larger role, with the result that the mcrease m amplitude does not proceed mdefimtely In f act, the solution u asymptotically becomes a (non sinusoïdal) travelling wave u(x, t) = g(x -et) [4] For all practical pur-poses, u behaves like a travelling wave for t larger than, say, 100. In our experiments we therefore set T = 100.
Experiment 1 : We simulated (1.1) with implicit midpoint time-stepping in the stable semidiscretization (3.2). The implementation details are as follows. Newton itération was used to solve the nonlinear équations. The initial guess for Newton's method was taken to be the solution at the previous time leveL The Jacobian was updated at each time step, but not within the inner itération. The linear algebra was done by a banded Gaussian élimination routine which did not allow pivoting.
As distinct from the simulations by Chrisite and Ganser [1] , no stability problems were encountered, even if the time-step was chosen to be very small relative to h. In Table I we have displayed the computed max ; U } (t) at the final time t = 100. Note that, with the finest value of At the simulation requires 64 000 time steps. whose linearization near U = 0 is the unstable scheme (2.3). We employed the stabilizing backward Euler method, implemented as above. All the combinations of h and A* tried in experiment 1 violate the linear stability condition (2.5) and thus we decided to also perform runs on a finer spatial grid with J = 80. We tried each of 7 = 20, 40, 80 with each of At = 0.1, 0.025, 0.00625, 0.0015625. The simulation with/ = 80 and A* = 0.1 satisfies (2.5) and indeed turned out to proceed in a stable manner. However at t = 29.5 the intégration had to be stopped, due to a zero pivot at the Gaussian élimination. Ail other simulations violate (2.5) and led to machine overflow. The solution, prior to the overflow, consisted mainly of the ( -iy mode. The overflow times for the most accurate time-integrations of (4.2) (i.e. A; = 0.00625, 0.0015625) are given in Therefore the mode (-iy is triggered. Now the solution of (4.2) corresponding to initial data U } = c(~ iy, c any constant, is given by Uj = c(-iy exp(4 Et/h 2 ) and therefore consists only of the spatial mode (-1 y and produces machine overflow after a time interval whose lengt h decreases like h 2 (cf. [10] ).
